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Dedicated 
Problem Solvers
In 2002 The Bayard Partnership’s founders decided to combine forces to 
create a multidisciplinary group practice dedicated to solving their client’s 
problems. From IT architecture & process design, to managing projects & 
programs, they set out to deliver change in difficult circumstances. Today 
our contractors, associates and partners continue to take on missions of 
every size and type, and from every branch of industry.

Unique 
structure
The Bayard Partnership has no employees, only freelance, independent  
professionals who choose to work together under a legal structure; sharing 
opportunities, knowledge, experience and resources.

Common 
attributes
No matter the diversity of approach and knowledge, there are four attributes
that every Bayard professional has in abundance:
 Curiosity, they are continuously interested to learn and discover.
 Generosity, they are keen to help others and to share their knowledge 
 and experience.
 A sense of network, they know that they cannot do it alone and that true
 success only happens by working with others.
 Determination, at the end of the day, the only thing that really matters is 
 to get the job done and to have fun.

“Meet any Bayard professional and you quickly recognise 
that you are in the presence of a person truly driven

to make a difference, not only at their place of 
work but in their private lives too.”



From employee to independent

Everyone who works with Bayard was once an employee, 
for each of us, the choice to switch to independence 
was not easy but it always felt right.  If you have already  
decided to take this step, we can share with you our  
experience, the pros and cons and the do’s and don’ts.

Looking for an assignment

There’s nothing worse than not having something to do, 
we all like a challenge.  Our Business Coordinators and 
Relationship Partners are here to work with you to find 
what it is you are truly looking for, this may entail being 
open to learn new skills and taking on something you 
have not done before.

Preparing for interview

Just because you are really good at what you do, doesn’t 
mean you’re an expert at interviews or negotiating your 
contract. We are here to help you prepare for success 
and to earn a competitive fee.

Conducting the assignment

While on a mission, especially something new and chal-
lenging, Bayard professionals can rely on their collea-
gues for advice and help. In addition, Bayard can act as 
an intermediary between you and the client for feedback 
and support.



Why we chose
The Bayard Partnership

Interesting Assignments

“Bayard always finds me interesting and challenging assignments. It’s reputation 
for taking on ground breaking assignments means our clients put their 
faith in us to get on with the job and to deliver.”

David Frans
“I was one of the first people to work for Bayard. 

I really liked the team, they were people I could trust and have fun with.
 Also, the opportunity they offered me was extremely interesting and challenging.”

Wendy Derwael

“When I first came across Bayard, I had an immediate appreciation for the network 
approach, which I expected to provide interesting opportunities, I have never been 
let down in that regard. Since 2007, by combining our networks, I have enjoyed one 
assignment after another; each of which entailed acquiring new knowledge and 
learning new skills.”  ”

Carlo Van Stichel

Personal Growth

“For me, the best thing about Bayard is definitely the ‘learn and grow’ mentality. 
The Partnership members are encouraged to create their own trainings and to 
give them to their colleagues in The Partnership and their clients,
thereby inspiring continuous improvement.”

Jürgen Van Gorp

“Even though I chose to become an independent contractor, 
I did not like working totally alone and so with Bayard I found 
a group of people that I could build my existing network on.”

Nino Blanckaert

“Meet any Bayard professional and you quickly recognise 
that you are in the presence of a person truly driven

to make a difference, not only at their place of 
work but in their private lives too.”



A sense of Fulfilment

“The great things about my Bayard colleagues is that, like me, they are all extremely 
pragmatic. After the thinking and talking is over, they like to get down and 
actually fix problems.”

Luigi Belli

“To be successful, we know how important it is to strengthen 
our shared vision and ambition, our identity and our role in the market. 

Each of us is called to embody the excellence, the transformation 
and the collaboration that we want to see in the world.”

Agnese Di Paolo

Financial Security

“I would recommend each and every person that works for Bayard to my own clients, 
without any hesitation.  Their mindset, pragmatism, integrity and passion about their work, 
makes them valuable people for any organization. Being part of the Bayard network keeps 
me informed of new opportunities and to get introduced to new clients.”

Patrick De Muelenaere

“Being part of a group partnership means you have shared ownership. 
The share allocation methodology works well and is very fair and transparent. 

This means that you get something back from what you put in.”

Jan Borghs



www.BayardPartnership.com 


